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S. Parker et. al. NIMA 395 (1997) 328  

Introduction: 3D Sensors

High radiation hardness at 
relatively low voltage (power)

D L
Electrode distance (L) and active substrate 
thickness (D)  are decoupled à L<<D by layout

DISADVANTAGES:
• Non uniform spatial response
(electrodes and low field regions)
• Higher capacitance with respect 
to planar (~3x for ~ 150 µm thickness) 
• Complicated technology (cost, yield) 

ADVANTAGES:
• Low depletion voltage (low power diss.)
• Short charge collection distance: 

• Fast response
• Less trapping probability after irr. 

• Lateral drift à cell “shielding” effect: 
• Lower charge sharing
• Low sensitivity to magnetic field

• Active edges
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1. shorter collection distance

2. higher average fields for any given 
maximum field (price: larger electrode 
capacitance)

3. 3D signals are concentrated in time as the 
track arrives

4.   Landau fluctuations (delta ray ionization) 
arrive nearly simultaneously

1. 3D lateral cell size can be smaller than wafer 
thickness, so 

2. in 3D, field lines end on electrodes of larger area, so 

3. most of the signal is induced when the charge is 
close to the electrode, so planar signals are spread 
out in time as the charge arrives, whereas 

4. Landau fluctuations along track arrive sequentially 
and may cause secondary peaks 

Timing: Planar vs 3D

4 

1.  shorter collection distance

2.   higher average fields for any 
given maximum field (price:  
larger electrode capacitance)

3.   3D signals are concentrated 
in time as the track arrives

4.   Landau fluctuations (delta 
ray ionization) arrive nearly 
simultaneously

5.   drift time corrections can be 
made

 

1. 3D lateral cell size can be smaller than wafer 
thickness, so   

 
2. in 3D, field lines end on electrodes of larger area, so  
 
3. most of the signal is induced when the charge is close 

to the electrode, where the electrode solid angle is 
large, so planar signals are spread out in time as the 
charge arrives, and   

 
4. Landau fluctuations along track arrive sequentially 

and may cause  secondary peaks 
 
5. if readout has inputs from both n+ and p+ electrodes,  

Speed:  planar                3D

4.

4.

4.

S. Parker et al. IEEE 
TNS 58(2) (2011) 404
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Null field points and delayed signals
S. Parker et al. 
NIMA395 (1997) 328Efield

Efield

50V

5V

50V

5V

Current pulses for particle 
hit at high field point

Current pulses for particle 
hit at null field point

• 3D structure can 
potentially yield very fast 
signals of the order of 1 ns 

• But electric field is not 
uniform, and null field 
points are present: signals 
are delayed due to initial 
diffusion

• Moreover, electrodes are 
(almost) dead regions

• These aspects can be 
improved with dedicated 
designs

10V

10V
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An early study of speed with 3D

• Initially tested with 90Sr source on hex-cell 
strip 3D’s from SNF (L=50 µm) & fast 
current amplifier

• Despite several non-idealities (e.g., large 
capacitance, low bias, uncollimated 
source), promising results were obtained 

S. Parker et al.  IEEE 
TNS 58(2) (2011) 404
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Increasing interest in 3D pixels for timing
6

G. Kramberger et al., NIMA 934 (2019) 26

G. Kramberger, V. Cindro, D. Flores et al. Nuclear Inst. and Methods in Physics Research, A 934 (2019) 26–32

Fig. 1. Illustration of the time walk contribution for different detectors types: (a) planar
detector with thickness ~ cell size (b) finely segmented detector and (c) 3D detector.

review of contributions affecting the time resolution, simulation of 3D
detectors’ timing performance will follow. The experimental setup and
the first measurements of time resolution with 90Sr electrons will be
discussed. Finally, measurements will be compared to the simulation.

2. Time resolution

The time resolution (�t) of a detector is to a large extent given by

�2t = �2j + �2tw (1)

�j = N_(dV _dt) Ì tp_(S_N) , (2)

where �j is the jitter contribution determined by the rise of the signal
at the output of the amplifier dV _dt and noise level N (tp is peaking
time of electronics and S_N signal to noise ratio) and �tw is the time
walk contribution. The latter is usually minimized by using Constant
Fraction Discrimination or determining time of the signal crossing fixed
threshold and its duration over that threshold. These two techniques
minimize the effect of the difference in signal height arising from
the amount of deposited charge in the sensor, but not the differences
in signal shapes. The shape of the signal is mainly affected by the
differences in drift paths (depending on the hit position inside the pixel
cell) of generated carriers, which drift with different drift velocities
in different weighting fields. Fluctuations in ionization rates along the
track path (Landau fluctuations) add to the differences in pulse shapes.
These two contributions usually dominate the time walk.

For planar detectors with thickness ~ cell size the weighting field
is constant over the entire cell and cannot cause any differences in
signal shape (see Fig. 1). Hence, the time walk is dominated by Landau
fluctuations (�tw ˘ �Lf ), particularly for LGADs where electrons need
to reach the gain layer to multiply. For fine segmentations, careful test
beam studies can be used to separate both contributions, such as for
the NA62 pixel detectors [20]. In 3D detectors Landau fluctuations are
less important as charges generated at different depths have the same
drift distance to the collection electrode. The time walk contribution is
therefore dominated by the location of impact within the cell (�tw ˘

�wf ). This is not entirely true for inclined tracks, but the absence of
gain and short drift distances render �Lf to be negligible. A more
comprehensive discussion can be found in [18].

3. Simulation of detectors

A special structure produced by CNM was used in these studies and
is shown in Fig. 2(a). A single 50 ù 50 �m2 cell with an n+ readout
electrode (1E) was surrounded by eight neighboring cells connected
together. The thickness was 300 �m with a p type bulk resistivity of Ì5
k⌦cm. The diameter of the holes was 8–10 �m. The junction columns
were etched from the top while the four ohmic columns at each corner
of the cell were etched from the bottom. Both column types penetrate
some 20 �m short of the full thickness as shown in Fig. 2(b).

The software package KDetSim [21] was used to simulate the charge
collection in such a 3D detector. The package solves the three di-
mensional Poisson equation for a given effective doping concentration
Neff to obtain the electric field and the Laplace equation for the
weighting field. The induced current is calculated according to the
Ramo’s theorem [22], where the charge drift is simulated in steps with
diffusion and trapping also taken into account. The minimum ionizing
particle track was split into ‘‘buckets’’ of charge 1 �m apart. The drift
of each bucket was then simulated and the resulting induced current
is the sum of all such contributions. The details of the simulation can
be found in several references [23,24]. The simulated induced current
is then processed with a transfer function of a fast charge integrating
preamplifier followed by a CR-RC3 shaping circuit with a peaking time
of 1 ns.

An example of a minimum ionizing particle hitting the cell is shown
in Fig. 3(a). The drift paths of electrons (blue) to junction n+ column
and holes (red) to ohmic p+ columns are shown. The obtained induced
currents for three different hit positions indicated in the picture (solid
lines) and the signal after electronics processing (dashed lines) are
shown in Fig. 3(b). In the simulation the constant fraction discrimina-
tion with 25% fraction was used to determine the time of arrival (ToA).
A charge of at least 1000 e0 was required to actually calculate the
time stamp of the hit (the hits with less have ToA=0). Several different
amplification circuit models (CR-RCn) were used with different peaking
times which all yield similar results.

ToA for perpendicular tracks with impact positions distributed
across the cell are shown in Fig. 4(a). As expected the signal for tracks
hitting the regions with a saddle in the electric field (between ohmic
and junction electrodes) showed a delayed ToA. An example of ToA
map for ionizing particles under 5˝ angle is shown in Fig. 4(b).

The histogram of ToA over the cell surface for both cases is shown in
Fig. 4(c). The width of the Gaussian fit to the peak of the distribution is
an estimate of the hit-position contribution to the time resolution (�wf ).
The distribution is not symmetrical and has a tail which is larger for a
larger angle, although the Gaussian width is smaller. The hit position
contribution is �wf Ì 54 ps for perpendicular tracks and 51 ps for
tracks under an angle of 5˝ at 50 V and room temperature. Decrease of
the temperature improves the time resolution substantially as shown in
Fig. 4(d), due to a faster drift.

Fig. 2. (a) The design/photo of a single cell structure used in measurements and simulations. (b) The cross-section of the investigated 3D detector.
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• CNM 50x50 µm2 single cells DS-3D (230 and 285 µm thick) tested by several groups
• Beta source setups, with LGADs as reference
• Discrete amps + CFD + fast oscilloscopesG. Kramberger, V. Cindro, D. Flores et al. Nuclear Inst. and Methods in Physics Research, A 934 (2019) 26–32

Fig. 10. Measured ToA difference between LGAD and 3D detector at 30 V (dashed)
and 50 V (solid) (T = 27 ˝C).

inclined tracks. The �wf can be even significantly lower than �Lf for
LGAD detectors.

In spite of somewhat shorter rise time, lack of sizable multiplication
and consequently smaller S_N means that jitter contribution to time
resolution is relatively more important and possibly even dominant.
For a typical rise time of Ì500 ps, a S_N Ì 20 is required for �j Ì �wf ,
which for a 300 �m thick silicon 3D detector translates to an equivalent
noise charge of ENC Ì 1000 e0. Keeping the noise small is therefore of
utmost importance, probably excluding large pad detectors with small
cell size due to its larger capacitance. The capacitance of a 3D detector
is of the order Ì20 pF/mm2 for 50 ù 50 �m2 cells and a 300 �m
thick detector, compared to around 2–3 pF/mm2 for the 50 �m thick
LGAD detector. Separation of the readout pad into smaller sub-pads
with separate analog part and shared digital functionality may be one
of the solutions.

For a given cell size configurations with more junction electrodes
(2E) would have even smaller �wf , however, for small cell size devices
the ratio of inactive (columns) to active part (bulk) of the detector
would become larger. The same is true also for capacitance.

For an ideal detector being able to measure hit position as well
as precise timing information a careful optimization of detection ef-
ficiency, noise occupancy and time resolution would be required and
may yield a different design than that for tracking detector only.

6. Conclusions

Timing performance of 3D detectors was simulated and measured
with a single 50 ù 50 �m2 cell structure produced on a 300 �m thick
high resistivity wafer with a single 10 �m wide n+ readout column.
The simulation results showed that for perpendicular tracks the timing
resolution depends strongly on the cell size and that the dominant
contribution to the time resolution is that of different induced current
pulse shapes due to different hit positions. Unlike in LGADs, the Landau
fluctuations do not contribute much to the time resolution, which
allows the use of thick detectors.

The time resolution of a 3D detector with cell size 50 ù 50 �m2 cell
(1E) is limited to around 45 ps for perpendicular tracks at 50 V and
*20 ˝C for a single cell readout mode. For inclined tracks and multi-cell
readout mode the minimum resolutions comparable or lower than that
26 ps due to Landau fluctuations in thin 50 �m LGADs can be reached.
The measurements performed at room temperature agreed well with
simulations. Noise jitter of 47 ps and time resolution of 75 ps were
measured for 90Sr electrons in 300 �m thick 3D detector at 50 V and
room temperature.

This is very promising as the 3D detectors, unlike LGADs, can have
close to 100% fill factor and for small cell sizes exhibit very high
radiation tolerance. Therefore the shift of operation voltages to larger
values after irradiation or even the onset of charge multiplication may
even lead to significant improvement of their time resolution. The
drawback is a higher capacitance which will increase the jitter and
should be carefully optimized in terms of number of electrodes and
thickness for the required performance.
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s3D=75 ps

s3D=98 ps

swf=58±5 ps

swf=81±6ps

T= 27°C
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Neutron irradiated samples

C. Betancourt et al., MDPI Instruments 6 (2022) 12  L.-Diehl. et al., NIMA 1046 (2022) 167691
L.-Diehl. et al., JINST 17 (2022) C12003

Instruments 2022, 6, 12 7 of 9

Figure 8. Time resolution vs. fluence for different bias voltages at �20 °C. Top: s3D, middle: sw f ,
and bottom: sj.

• Same type of test structures from CNM, very similar beta source setups

• Best result ~27 ps timing resolution

T= - 20°C

s3D=33±2 ps
swf = 24±3 ps

sj = 22±5 ps

T= - 18.5°C

2
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2
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Figure 4. Time resolution (a) and signal strength (b) as a function of the bias voltage for 3D pixel sensors
before irradiation, measured at room temperature, and after irradiation, measured at −18.5 ◦C (results also
published in [9]).

at 90 V, after a fluence of 1 × 1015 neq/cm2 they reach 27.6 ± 1.3 ps and after 5 × 1015 neq/cm2

they reach 28.4 ± 1.7 ps at 120 V. The uncertainties are extracted from the Gaussian fit to the time
difference distribution and propagated, no systematic uncertainties are taken into account.

3 TCT measurements

As a comparison to the results measured in the beta setup, TCT timing measurements were
performed. The good position resolution of the laser allows to study the time resolution in
dependence of the impact position of a particle. Due to the larger cell size, especially the 3D strip
sensor is of interest here, to investigate the dependence of the time resolution on the electric field
configuration.

Six strips were connected together to readout and two areas between strips have been measured,
in total an area of four unit cells. The measured areas are approximately indicated by the black
boxes in figure 5, where a regular TCT scan of the sensor surface is presented. The maximum
amplitude as a function of the laser position on the sensor is shown at a bias voltage of 150 V. The
strips connected are labelled from one to six.

Figure 5. Maximum signal amplitude as a function of the laser position for the IBL 3D strip sensor measured
at 150 V.

– 5 –

s3D = 27.6±1.3 ps
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Schematic diagram of multiple plane arrangement
in an active-edge 3D trench-electrode detector.  
Other offsets (⅓, ⅔, 0, ⅓, ⅔ ..etc.) may also be used.

next section offset so signal 
electrodes do not line up

signal electrodes with contact 
pads to readout

beam in

200 – 300 µm

active edge

3D Trenched-electrode sensors

Benefits from trench electrodes
• High average field / peak field
• More uniform electric and weighting field

distributions
Possible issues
• Fabrication complexity
• Higher electrode capacitance
• Larger dead volumes

S. Parker et al.  
IEEE TNS 58(2) (2011) 404
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TIME-SPace Operating Tracker
(INFN CSN5 Call Project, 2018-2021)

3D-Trenched sensors for tracking + timing have been developed for the first time 

p+ trench
(a) Strip

(b) Pixel

n+ trench

p+ trench

n+ dashed
trenches

pitch

pitch-y

pitch-x

width gap

• Pixel design was optimized by simulations  

R. Mendicino et al., 
NIMA 927 (2019) 24

9
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Simulations (1): TCAD

55
 µ

m
55

 µ
m

25 µm

@150 V

A. Loi , PhD Thesis, Univ. Cagliari, 2020

10
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Simulations (2): TCoDe

Distributions of 
charge collection 
times (ps)

Maps of charge 
collection times (ps)

• Input from TCAD and Geant4, solves drift/diffusion + Ramo current induction

A. Loi et al., JINST 16 (2021) P02011

11
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Pixel: from schematic to layout

• FBK adapted to trenches the 3D-column single-sided tech. on SiSi-DWB substrates
• Stepper lithography used for better alignmment and detail definition

M. Boscardin et al., Front. Phys. 8 (2021) 625275 
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TIMESPOT sensors
13

G. Forcolin et al., NIMA 981 (2020) 164437
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Beam test @ CERN SPS/H8 (2021-2022)
π+ beam, 180 GeV/c

8

Sensor 1 
on piezo
(trigger)

Sensor 2 
(DUT)

MCP1 
(trigger) MCP2

π+ beam

MCP1
MCP2

Sensor1

Sensor2 
(DUT)

180 GeV/c π+ beam

2 MCP-PMTs on the beam line to time-stamp the 
arriving particle (σavg = 5 ps)

Piezoelectric stages to precisely align the two 3D 
structures with beam, all mounted in a RF-shielded box

Possibility of operating the fixed sensor down to -40oC 
using dry ice to test irradiated sensors

Readout with an 8 GHz bandwidth 20 GSa/s scope: 
trigger on the AND of one 3D sensor and one MCP-PMT

Experimental setup
Test-beams Nov21 & May22 @SPS/H8
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• 2 MCP-PMTs on the beam line to time-stamp the 
arriving particle (σavg = 5 ps)

• Piezoelectric stages to precisely align the two 3D 
structures with beam, all mounted in a RF-
shielded box

• Possibility of operating the fixed sensor down to 
-40°C using dry ice to test irradiated sensors

• New faster front-end circuit (jitter < 7ps @ 2fC)
• Readout with an 8 GHz bandwidth 20 GSa/s 

scope: trigger on the AND of one 3D sensor and 
one MCP-PMT

14

A. Lai, Vertex 2022
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F. Borgato et al. Frontiers in Physics 11 (2023) 1117575 

LE: Leading edge, NO ToT correction
LE: Leading edge, ToT correction
Spline: Classic CFD
Reference: Differentiation + CFD

Single pixel @ 100 V
Reference method

s1≃9 ps

s2≃18 ps

78%

Timing measurements
(single pixel @ atilt=0°, not irrad.)

seff≃11.5 ps

seff accounts for the two-gaussian behaviour
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Efficiency measurements
(triple pixel-strip @ different atilt)

π+ beam

Irradiated sensors: geometrical efficiency

11

The inefficiency (at normal incidence) due to the dead-area of the trenches is fully recovered by tilting the 
sensors around the trench axis

also for sensors irradiated with fluences of 2.5·1016 1-MeV neutron equivalent

@130V Vbias

Preliminary Preliminary

(100V) 

1
Triple pixel-strip Triple strip @ 2.5 1016 neq/cm2 , atilt = 0o, 5o, 20o
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π+ beam

Irradiated sensors: geometrical efficiency

11

The inefficiency (at normal incidence) due to the dead-area of the trenches is fully recovered by tilting the 
sensors around the trench axis

also for sensors irradiated with fluences of 2.5·1016 1-MeV neutron equivalent

@130V Vbias

Preliminary Preliminary

(100V) 

1
Triple pixel-strip Triple strip @ 2.5 1016 neq/cm2 , atilt = 0o, 5o, 20o
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The inefficiency (at normal incidence) due to the dead-area of the trenches is fully recovered by tilting the
sensors around the trench axis also for sensors irradiated at 2.5·1016 neq cm-2

A. Lampis et al. JINST 18 
(2023) C01051

@100 V bias

@130 V bias
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A. Lampis et al. JINST 18 (2023) C01051

Timing measurements (single pixel @ atilt=0°, irradiated)

seff≃10.3±0.5 psSingle pixel @ 150 V
Reference method

To be compared with ~ 11 ps @ 100 V
of the not-irradiated case
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Super-fast spot not included
(covered by metal)

Very slow/inefficient spots
Intrinsically long tails

FBK ≈ 2016
M. Addison et al. NIMA 1054 (2023) 168392 

Column vs trench: a direct comparison

pixel

FBK 2019

Uniform field 515± 8.2 ps

544 ± 29.8 ps

IR laser setup (1 mip eq.) , RT, 50 V bias, not irrad.

18
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• 3D-trench technology not yet mature
• Further developments required to:

• reduce defect density
• increase device area
• increase the device density on wafer 

while reducing the bow
• Main aspects involved:

• Trench etching
• Trench filling
• Planarization
• Final passivation

3D-Trench: technological challenges

Ohmic trench filling with 
BPSG  (Borophosphosilicate  
glass)

DRIE etching of 
junction trench
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Alternative layout
• Continuous ohmic trench (a) vs dashed ohmic trench (b)

Readout trench

Ohmic trench

New batch funded by 

WP6: Hybrid Pixel Sensors for 4D Tracking 
and Interconnection Technologies 
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TCAD static simulations

Doping Electric field@100 V
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J. Ye et al., IWORID 2023

Weighting field
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1) TCAD + Ramo’s theorem
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2) AllPix2 MC simulations

J. Ye et al., IWORID 2023

s ~ 11 ps

s ~ 11 ps

Signal simulations

Ramo maps @ 100 V
(induced currents [nA])

ToA [ps] maps @ 100 V
(threshold = 1000 e)

Geant4 (mips) + TCAD input,
Jacoboni-Canali charge transport 
Model + default digitizer

22
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Reticle layout
6x Pixels STD
(64x64)

6x Pixels DSH
(64x64)

3x Pixels STD (32x32)

3x  Pixels DSH (32x32)

~18 mm

~22 m
m

Technological Test Structures

1x  Pixels STD  (128x128)

1x  Pixels DSH (128x128)

Device test structures (55 µm pitch 
and 42 µm pitch, std and dashed)

o Groups of individual pixels
o Strips
o Diodes
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TIMESPOT batch #2

11 shot exposure

AIDAInnova batch

18 shot exposure 29 shot exposure

Fabrication at FBK

• Fabrication under way at FBK, to be completed by Dec. 2023
• Largely increased device density on wafer wrt TIMESPOT batches
• Bow under control (~max 20 µm)
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1) Long continuous 
ohmic trenches:
3 µm x mm’s 

2) Short dashed 
ohmic trenches:
4 µm x 40 µm 
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DRIE etching of ohmic trenches
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Exploring different 3D-column solutions
50 µm

50
 µ

m

50 µm

50
 µ

m

• The intrinsic timing resolution of 3D-trench sensors 
cannot be maintained in pixel implementations, due to the 
power constraints in the ROC

• 3D-column sensor performance might be good enough for 
some applications, easing the fabrication

• We are also studying 3D-column designs with different 
cell size and column arrangement 

• These designs will be implemented in a new batch funded 
by  INFN CSN1 (LHCb), to be launched at FBK in January 
2024

50x50 – 2E
50x50 – 1E
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Doping Electric field@100 V

50
x5

0 
– 

2E
50

x5
0 

– 
1E

Ramo maps @ 100 V AllPix2 simulations

s ~ 50 ps

s ~ 27ps

Preliminary comparison of 3D-column designs
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Conclusions
• 3D pixels are a promising candidate for future “tracking+timing” applications 

• Excellent timing resolution so far demonstrated on test structures with discrete, 
high-speed electronics:

o ~25 ps for 3D-columnar electrodes

o ~10 ps for 3D-trenched electrodes

• Fabrication technology for 3D-trenched sensors to be optimized for large areas 
and yield (modified 3D-trench designs might ease fabrication with minimum 
penalty on the performance)

• Different 3D-column designs are also worth investigation (trade-off between 
intrinsic speed and capacitance/noise)  

Also confirmed after large radiation fluences
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Back Up Slides
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Tails have been studied with very accurate pixel modeling, from the 
ionization process to the front-end output (TCode).

A clear assignation of the tail contribution was done to the (out)side 
region of the pixel (outside the nominal pixel area in this particular
case).

Details of this analysis on:
D. Brundu et al., Accurate modelling of 3D-trench silicon sensor with enhanced 
timing performance and comparison with test beam measurements. 
arXiv:2106.08191v2 [physics.ins-det], JINST 16 (2021) 09, P09028.

Electric field at Vbias = – 150 V

ToA from front-end side region

PSI test beam data

Double pixel picture

Origin of (non-intrinsic) tails
31
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Laser test
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3D-trench: radiation hardness

ü �⃗� is the drift velocity of charge carriers
ü (Electric field à charge trajectory and velocity)
ü𝐸! is the “weighting Field” à charge motion coupling  to a specific electrode
üCharge trapping included:

𝑖! = −𝑞�⃗� ' 𝐸"

𝑄 𝑡 = 𝑄#𝑒$ ,𝑡 𝜏

• Ramo’s Theorem with input from TCAD: 

• New Perugia model (bulk damage)  F. Moscatelli et al., IEEE TNS 64 (2017) 2259
• Very high signal efficiency expected 

R. Mendicino et al., 
NIMA 927 (2019) 24
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3D-Trench cell scaling
55 µm
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Continuous
Ohmic trench

Dashed 
ohmic trench
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3D-Column cell scaling
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Very small-pitch 3D sensors

G.-F. Dalla Betta, M. Povoli, Front. Phys. (2022) 10:927690

• Feasibility proved at FBK on 3D diodes with standard process
• Good electrical characteristics
• Additional challenge for pixels would come due to bump pad
• Dedicated effort for technology optimization required

36

<1 pA/col.

~75 fF/col.


